Meeting held at Mandurah on Tuesday, 7 May 2019

WEATHER: Fine    TRACK: Good    KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.15pm
Stewards: Mr G O'Dea, Mr S Jones, Mr N Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Wu
Veterinary Assistant: Ms G Murphy
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Ineligible: Race 11 LAPTOP WIZARD (6/5)
Injury: Race 1 FLYIN' RYAN (6/5), Race 6 WESTDALE ANNE (6/5), Race 9 BROCK TONIC (7/5)
Illness: Race 1 DHUFISH (7/5)
Raced Elsewhere: Race 5 & 7 LIGHTNING SEVEN (7/5)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R37(2) - Race 4 I'M EXCITABLE x 7 DAYS (4.40pm)

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 3 PEPPA TWEDO, Race 9 LIGHTNING SEVEN

Race 1 - Maiden/Provincial/490 - Maiden - 6:01 PM
FOOL'S TORQUE began quickly. DANDALUP DUSTY began slowly. DANDALUP DUSTY checked off the heels of DIABLO STAR on the first turn. DIABLO STAR & DANDALUP DUSTY collided on the second turn. FOOL'S TORQUE & ZIPPING GINGER collided approaching home. FOOL'S TORQUE & DANDALUP DUSTY collided on the home turn.
DANDALUP DUSTY raced wide home turn. FOOL'S TORQUE checked off the heels of ZIPPING GINGER in the home straight. FOOL'S TORQUE & DIABLO STAR collided in the home straight.

Race 2 - Maiden Series (Heat)/Provincial/405 (1) - Maiden - 6:22 PM
FIERCE TORQUE, CHEYENNE GUNDI & FUN AND GAMES began quickly. VICENSONI began slowly. CHEYENNE GUNDI & FUN AND GAMES collided soon after the start. CHEYENNE GUNDI lost ground. INSTA QUEEN & JUST A MAV collided soon after the start. DANDALUP ROSE checked off the heels of VICENSONI on the first turn. VICENSONI & JUST A MAV collided on the first turn. FUN AND GAMES checked off the heels of FIERCE TORQUE on the first turn. JUST A MAV & CHEYENNE GUNDI collided on the first turn, JUST A MAV lost ground. SHEED'S GOAL & INSTA QUEEN collided approaching home. CHEYENNE GUNDI galloped on the heels of SHEED'S GOAL approaching home. INSTA QUEEN shifted out on the home turn, SHEED'S GOAL was inconvenienced. FUN AND GAMES checked off the heels of CHEYENNE GUNDI on the home turn. VICENSONI & JUST A MAV collided heavily on the home turn. DANDALUP QUEEN raced wide on the home turn. VICENSONI & JUST A MAV collided in the home straight.
INSTA QUEEN was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 3 - Maiden Series (Heat)/Provincial/405 (2) - Maiden - 6:42 PM
KICK NOW & PEPPA TWEDO began quickly. ENIGMA BOY began slowly. GO GETTEM FAB & EXPECT A SPRING collided soon after the start. JIMMY JUNIOR checked off the heels of KICK NOW soon after the start. PEPPA TWEDO & LAKOTA GUNDI collided soon after the start. ENIGMA BOY checked off the heels of JIMMY JUNIOR soon after the start. KICK NOW checked off the heels of PEPPA TWEDO on the first turn. GO GETTEM FAB & VELOCITY PEBBLES collided on the first turn. LAKOTA GUNDI galloped on the heels of KICK NOW on the first turn. ENIGMA BOY & VELOCITY PEBBLES collided approaching the home turn. KICK NOW & LAKOTA GUNDI collided approaching the home turn.
VELOCITY PEBBLES was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 4 - Novice/Provincial/405 (1) - Novice - 7:01 PM
DIAMOND RITA, DANDALUP MISTY & WAYLON GUNDI began quickly. MAGIC WREN began slowly. WAYLON GUNDI & ACCURA GIRL collided soon after the start. DIAMOND RITA & DANDALUP MISTY collided on the first turn. DANDALUP MISTY & WAYLON GUNDI collided heavily on the first turn, DANDALUP MISTY lost ground. MAGIC WREN checked off the heels of DANDALUP MISTY on the first turn. WAYLON GUNDI & MAGIC WREN collided approaching the home turn. DANDALUP MISTY & HEY AARON collided on the home turn.
Race 5 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (1) - Grade 5 - 7:25 PM
COMBINATION began quickly. MISS BLUE began slowly. HELLO KELLY, SIR BARWOOD & EZI PICK collided soon after the start. SIR BARWOOD checked off the heels of SHE CAN PARTY soon after the start. SCHMICK AS checked off the heels of SHE CAN PARTY and collided with SIR BARWOOD on the first turn. HELLO KELLY galloped on the heels of SCHMICK AS on the first turn. HELLO KELLY & EZI PICK collided on the first turn. WESTDALE ARES & SCHMICK AS collided on the first turn. WESTDALE ARES checked off the heels of EZI PICK on the first turn. SIR BARWOOD galloped on the heels of MISS BLUE approaching the home turn. HELLO KELLY & SIR BARWOOD collided on the home turn.

Race 6 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/490 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:42 PM
SUNSET HARLOW began quickly. BLACK EUPHORIA began slowly. DYNA FABRICE & HELLO I'M BUGSY collided on the first turn. BALLISTIC BLUE & HELLO I'M BUGSY collided on the first turn. BALLISTIC BLUE, DYNA FABRICE & HELLO I'M BUGSY collided on the second turn, BALLISTIC BLUE lost ground. BLACK EUPHORIA checked off the heels of DYNA FABRICE on the home turn.

Race 7 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:03 PM
DAINTY BRAE began slowly. CROCODILE SENOR & QUICK FINANCE collided soon after the start. BLACK MOSEL & SUNSET PRADA collided soon after the start. ABBA MONELLI & METAL BUSTER collided soon after the start. QUICK FINANCE & ABBA MONELLI collided soon after the start. SKYLAB & CROCODILE SENOR collided on the first turn. QUICK FINANCE checked off the heels of ABBA MONELLI on the first turn. BLACK MOSEL galloped on the heels of CROCODILE SENOR on the first turn. QUICK FINANCE & BLACK MOSEL collided on the first turn. SKYLAB galloped on the heels of CROCODILE SENOR approaching home and both lost ground. METAL BUSTER checked off the heels of QUICK FINANCE approaching home. SKYLAB, CROCODILE SENOR & QUICK FINANCE collided approaching home. CROCODILE SENOR & SUNSET PRADA collided on the home turn. QUICK FINANCE galloped on the heels of SUNSET PRADA on the home turn. SUNSET PRADA checked off the heels of CROCODILE SENOR on the home turn. QUICK FINANCE was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 8 - Grade 5 Masters (Final)/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 8:22 PM
JOHN JOHN LAVA began slowly. HARLAN ROCKS & NEO HA HA collided soon after the start. PEBBLES GUNDI & JACKPOT JUNE collided soon after the start. NEO HA HA & ROCKSTAR MAX collided soon after the start. PEBBLE GUNDI & JACKPOT JUNE collided on the first turn. BETTER BUY & JACKPOT JUNE collided on the first turn. ROCKSTAR MAX & JACKPOT JUNE collided approaching the home turn. PEBBLES GUNDI checked off the heels of ROCKSTAR MAX on the home turn.

Race 9 - Grade 5 Masters (Final)/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 8:41 PM
MAUDE MONELLI began quickly. HELLO HARRY & COSMIC COLADA collided several times soon after the start. TORO TONIC & SPACE GHOST collided soon after the start. TORO TONIC checked off the heels of SPACE GHOST soon after the start. HELLO HARRY checked off the heels of COSMIC COLADA on the first turn. APACHE GUNDI & SPACE GHOST collided on the first turn, SPACE GHOST stumbled and lost ground. TORO TONIC & HELLO HARRY collided on the home turn. SPACE GHOST checked off the heels of RUG RAT on the home turn. MAUDE MONELLI checked off the heels of APACHE GUNDI on the home turn. HELLO HARRY & COSMIC COLADA raced wide on the home turn. COSMIC COLADA was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 10 - Novice/Provincial/405 (2) - Novice - 8:56 PM
DANDALUP SPRITE & SLOBBER CHOPS began quickly. TALKING TOMMY & DOCA GIRL collided soon after the start. WINLOCK TWISTY & SUNSET MOO MOO collided soon after the start. WINLOCK TWISTY & SUNSET MOO MOO collided on the first turn. DANDALUP SPRITE & LAID BACK ALBERT collided on the first turn, DANDALUP SPRITE lost ground. LAID BACK ALBERT & TALKING TOMMY collided approaching the home turn, TALKING TOMMY stumbled and lost ground. DANDALUP SPRITE checked off the heels of TALKING TOMMY on the home turn.

Race 11 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 9:17 PM
REFLEX & HEZA RAPSCALLION collided soon after the start. HEZA RAPSCALLION & WILSHIRE GIRL collided on the first turn. LEILANI'S LAD & VILLAFLY collided on the first turn. HEZA RAPSCALLION & WILSHIRE GIRL collided several times on the second turn. HEZA RAPSCALLION & VILLAFLY collided on the home turn.

FINAL.